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The Importance of Being Bilingual
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JchALYBVEGw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JchALYBVEGw
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Cultural Variations
Biological

Psychosocial
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Ganma

Ganma is where salt and fresh
water meet. Water is a symbol of
knowledge in Yolngu philosophy,
and the metaphor of the meeting of
two bodies of water is a way of
talking about the knowledge
systems of two cultures working
together.

Prych, T, Castillo MT: The sights and sounds of indigenous knowledge; in Reason P, Bradbury H (eds):
Handbook of action research: Participatory inquiry & practice. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, pp 379-385.
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Most psychological and biological
studies are done on WEIRD people
•
•
•
•
•

Western
Educated
Individualistic
Rich
Democratic

What is Cultural Neuroscience?
• The study of how cultural values, practices and beliefs shape and
are shaped by the mind, brain, and genes across multiple timescales
– Bridges theory and methods from anthropology, psychology,
neuroscience and genetics

• 90% of peer reviewed
neuroimaging studies come
from studies conducted in
Western countries
• 95% of psychological study
participants come from
countries representing 12% of
the world’s population

Arnett, J. (2008). The neglected 95%: Why American psychology needs to
become less American. American Psychologist, 63, 602-614.
Henrich, J., Heine, S., & Norensayan, A. (2010). The weirdest people in the
world? Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 33, 61-83.
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2013 First issue of journal, Culture and the Brain
Chiao, J.Y., et al (2016). The Oxford handbook of cultural neuroscience. New York: Oxford.
Pedraza, O. (2020). Clinical cultural neuroscience. New York: Oxford.
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The How of Cultural Neuroscience

Why cultural neuroscience?

Imaging

• People of all cultures can be affected by mental and
learning disorders
• Certain cultural influences may affect rates of disorders
• Understanding how the signs and symptoms of
disorders may be affected by culture could help
professionals in diagnosis and treatment
• People of different cultures may respond differently to
interventions

Cultural Neuroscience
Framework

Open-ended
interviews

Chiao, J. (2014)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Onf16fXIA4I
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Population
genetics

Chiao, J.Y. et al (2013). Cultural neuroscience: Progress and Promise.
Psychological Inquiry, 24, 1-19.
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Cultural neuroscience research
motivated by 2 questions

Neurobiological Influences:
Infant Biological Variations
• Motor processes
– motor maturity
– tone
– head control
– defensive movements
– vigor of movement

• How do cultural traits (e.g., value, beliefs, practices)
shape neurobiology (e.g., genetic and neural processes)
and behavior?
• How do neurobiological mechanism (e.g., genetic and
neural processes) facilitate the emergence and
transmission of cultural traits?
Chiao, J.Y., Bebko, G.M. (2011). Cultural neuroscience of social
cognition. In S. Han & E. Poppel (Eds.), Culture and neural frames
of cognition and communication (19-39). Berlin: Springer-Verlag.
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Behavioral Surveys

Freedman, D, (1979). Human sociobiology. New York: The Free Press.
Kagan, J., Arcus, D., Snidman, N., Feng, W.Y., Hendler, J., & Greene, S. (1994). Reactivity in
infants: A cross-national comparison. Developmental Psychology, 30:3, 342-345.
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Freedman, D. (1979). Human Sociobiology. New York: The Free Press.
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Freedman, D. (1979). Human Sociobiology. New York: The Free Press
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Neurobiological Influences:
Infant Response to Inoculation

Neurobiological Influences:
Infant Biological Variations

• CaucasianAmerican
– high behavior
– low cortisol
• Japanese
– low behavior
– high cortisol

• Regulation of states
– habituation
– irritability
– lability
– consolability
– self-quieting

Chishom, J. (1983). Navajo infancy: The ethnological study of human development. Aldine.
Freedman, D, (1979). Human sociobiology. New York: The Free Press.
Kagan, J., Arcus, D., Snidman, N., Feng, W.Y., Hendler, J., & Greene, S. (1994). Reactivity in infants: A
cross-national comparison. Developmental Psychology, 30:3, 342-345.
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Lewis, M., Ramsey, D.S., & Kawakami, K. (1993). Differences between Japanese infants and Caucasian
American infants in behavioral and cortisol response to inoculation. Child Development, 64, 1722-1731.
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The Muller-Lyer Illusion

Influence of
Culture on
Perception
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Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions
•
•
•
•

Collectivism vs. individualism
Small/large power distance
Weak/strong uncertainty avoidance
Femininity vs. masculinity

Hofstede, G.J., Pedersen, P.B.,& Hofstede, G. (2002). Exploring culture. Yarmouth, ME:
Intercultural Press.

https://www.hofstede-insights.com/product/compare-countries/
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Cultural Dimensions

Language spoken in Virginia

https://www.hofstede-insights.com/product/compare-countries/
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Masculine/Feminine
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Masculine
Competition valued
Achievements admired;
Best person sets the norm
Be assertive and decisive
Gender separation of tasks
Conflicts resolved by
argument

Uncertainty Avoidance
•
•
•
•

Feminine
Equality emphasized
Achievements downplayed
Be modest, soft-spoken
Conflicts resolved through
compromise and negotiation

Weak
• Rules limited to those necessary
• Ambiguous situations and
unfamiliar risk cause no
discomfort
• Unusual behaviors and
innovative ideas tolerated
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Strong
• Expect rules
– Rigid taboos of
right/wrong
• Familiar risks accepted;
ambiguous situations and
unfamiliar risks avoided
• Innovation distrusted
• Motivated by security and
belonging
• Like structured learning and
clear right/ wrong answers

-

Masculinity

+

Weak Uncertainty Avoidance
Feminine

Weak Uncertainty Avoidance
Masculine

Singapore

Uncertainty Avoidance

-

Denmark
Sweden

Hong Kong
Britain
India
USA
Australia

Norway
Finland

Iran
Taiwan

Germany
Austria
Israel
Italy
France
Chile
Mexico
Korea
Argentina
+
Belgium
Japan
Uruguay
Strong Uncertainty Avoidance
Strong Uncertainty Avoidance
Portugal
Feminine
Masculine
Greece

Hofstede, G. (1984). Culture’s consequences: International differences in
work-related values. Newbury Park, CA: Sage.
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Independence/Interdependence
Individualism/Collectivism
Individualism
• Develop early independence
– Express yourself
• Responsible for self
– Live on one’s own
• One’s own goals take priority
– Motivated by own preferences,
needs , rights
• Tasks more important than
relationships
• Cognitive skills independent of social
skills

Collectivism
• Learn to depend on others
– Read nonverbal cues
– Listen to authority
• Be responsible for others
– Personal goals secondary to
goals of the group
– Motivated by the norms of, and
duties imposed by, the group
• Relationships more important than
tasks
• Social and cognitive skills integrated
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2010 Super Bowl Coke Ad
Individualism

•
•
•
•

Chinese Coke Ad For Beijing Olympics:
Collectivism

Make decisions based on own thinking
Associate with the word I
Independence is a priority
Advertisements focus on individuality and the product rather than the people in the ad

• Make decisions based on own ingroup
• Associate with the word we
• Emphasize the in-group rather than
individuality
• Conscious about relationships with ingroups
• Advertisements focus on family and
people as group

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5f3Kqq8AHUI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkHA2pf1gvc
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China

United States

Promoting Collectivism
through group activities

Promoting individualism
through choice

Tobin, J., Hsueh, Y., & Karasawa, M. (2009).
Preschool in three cultures revisited.
Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press.
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Valuing talk:
Promoting individualism
through use of words
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Culture-Biology Interactions:
Framed-Line Task

Self-Construal Scale
Interdependent
Collective
• I have respect for authority figures with
whom I interact
• My happiness depends on the
happiness of those around me
• If my brother or sister fails, I feel
responsible
• I should take into consideration my
parents’ advice when making
education/career plans
• It is important for me to maintain
harmony within my group

Independent
Individualist
• I’d rather say “No” directly, than risk being
misunderstood
• I am comfortable being singled out for
praise/rewards
• I act the same way no matter whom I am
with
• Being able to take care of myself is a
primary concern for me
• I enjoy being unique and different from
others in many respects

Context
Dependent

Singelis, T. M. (1994). The measurement of independent and interdependent
self-construals. Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, 20(5), 580-591.
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Context
Independent

• Performance by group
– Americans do better on absolute
task
– Japanese do better on relative
tasks
• In each group, frontal/parietal activation
associated with attentional control
greater in culturally non-preferred
judgments
• Degree to which endorsed cultural
values influenced brain activation

Hedden, T., et al (2008). Cultural influences on neural substrates of attentional control.
Psychological Science, 19, 12-17.
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Reasoning

Attention & Framed-Line Task

East

West

• Holistic (field dependent)
• Focus attention on field in
which object is located
• Ascribe causality by
reference to the relationship
between the object and the
field

• Analytic (field independent)
• Focus on object; categorize it
by reference to its attributes
• Ascribe causality based on
rules about it

Asian

Buchtel, E.E., & Norenzayan, A. (2009). Thinking across cultures: Implications for
dual processes. In J. Evans & K. Frankish (Eds.), In two minds: Dual processes
and beyond. New York: Oxford University Press.

American
Hedden, T., et al (2008). Cultural influences on neural substrates of attentional control.
Psychological Science, 19, 12-17.
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•

•

•

•

Holistic/Analytic

Analysis-Holism Scale
Causality
– Everything in the universe is somehow related to each other
– Any phenomenon has numerous causes, although some of the causes are not
known
Attitude toward contradiction
– We should avoid going to extremes
– It is desirable to be in harmony, rather than discord, with others of different
opinions than one’s own
Perception of change
– Current events can change at any time
– Every phenomenon in the world moves in predictable directions
Locus of attention
– Its more important to pay attention to the whole than its parts
– We should consider the situation a person is faced with, as well as his/her
personality in order to understand one’s behavior

• Americans began descriptions by
mentioning salient objects more frequently
than Japanese
• Japanese began by mentioning
information about field twice as often as
Americans and made 65% more
observations about field than Americans

Choi, I., Koo, M., & Choi, J.A. (2007). Individual differences in analytic versus
holistic thinking. Personality and Social Psychological Bulletin, 33, 691-705.
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Nisbett, R.E., & Masuda, T. (2003). Culture and point of view. PNAS, 100, 11163-11170.
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Congruent/Incongruent Pictures

Congruent/Incongruent Pictures

Jenkins, L.J. et al (2010). Cultural differences in the lateral occipital
complex while viewing incongruent scenes. SCAN, 5, 236-241.
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Goh, J.O.S., Tan, J.C., & Park, D.C (2009). Culture modulates eye-movements to
visual novelty. PloS One, 4, e8238. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0008238.
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Similarity Judgment

Pit-self vs. flexi-self

• Koreans more often
matched target to group 1
• American more often
match target to group 2

Pit-self
Choi, I., Koo, M., & Choi, J.A. (2007). Individual differences in analytic versus
holistic thinking. Personality and Social Psychological Bulletin, 33, 691-705.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mabjJJDqjFM
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Pit-self

Flexi-self

Thinking of Self or Others

acquaintances

• Judge if adjectives described self or another
– Westerners used ventral medial prefrontal for self
judgments but not for judgments about others
– Chinese used ventral medial prefrontal for both self
and other judgments
Dorsal medial

Ventral medial
friends/family

41

Zu, Y., Zhang, L., fan, J., & Han, S. (2007). Neural basis of cultural
influence on self representation. Neuroimage, 34, 1310-1317.
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Rethinking Choice

Ideas about choice

Family

Food

Animals

Party

Home

San Francisco

7-9 year-old
Asian American and
Anglo American children

Sheena Iyengar
Iyengar, S., & Lepper, M.R. (1999). Rethinking the value of choice: A cultural perspective on
intrinsic motivation. Journal of Personality & Social Psychology, 76, 349-366.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3Tp_nscwjM
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7-9 year old children

7-9 year old children

Time spent on anagrams during free-play period

Mean number of anagrams completed correctly

Iyengar, .S., & Lepper, M.R. (1999). Rethinking the value of choice: A cultural perspective on
intrinsic motivation. Journal of Personality & Social Psychology, 76, 349-366.

Iyengar, S., & Lepper, M.R. (1999). Rethinking the value of choice: A cultural perspective on
intrinsic motivation. Journal of Personality & Social Psychology, 76, 349-366.
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Health Choices
Feelings about
the experience

Power Distance
Feelings about
choice

Low Power Distance
•
•
•
•

American

French

Iyengar, S. (2010). The art of choosing. New York: Twelve.
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Persons must earn respect
Collaborative classrooms
Teachers facilitate learning
Persons direct themselves

High Power Distance
• Parents teach children to obey
• Children respect parents & those
in authority
• Teachers take initiative in class
• Teachers are to transfer wisdom
• Students respect teachers
• Persons expect direction

Levels of Mitigated Speech
Hints
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Command: “Turn 30 degrees right.” Most direct way of making a point – zero
mitigation
Crew Obligation Statement: “I think we need to deviate right about now.” Use
of “we” and request is less specific
Crew Suggestion: “Let’s go around the weather.” Implicit in that statement is
“we’re in this together.”
Query: “Which direction would you like to deviate?” Softer because speaker
is conceding that he’s not in charge.
Preference: “ I think it would be wise to turn left or right.”
Hint: “That return at 25 miles looks mean.” Most mitigated statement

• First Officer: Look how the ice is just hanging on his, ah, back, back
there, see that?
• First Officer: See all those icicles on the back there and everything?
• First Officer: Boy, this is a, this is a losing battle here on trying to deice those things, it (gives) you a false feeling of security, that’s all it
does.
Then suggestion
• First Officer: Let’s check those [wing] tops again, since we’ve been
setting here awhile.
• Captain: I think we get to go here in a minute.
• First Officer: We’re going down.

Fischer, U., & Orasanu, J. (2000). Error-challenging strategies: Their role in preventing and correcting
errors. Proceedings of the International Ergonomics Association 14th Triennial Congress and Human
Factors and Ergonomics Society 44th Annual Meeting in San Diego, California.
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Fischer, U., & Orasanu, J. (2000). Error-challenging strategies: Their role in preventing and correcting
errors. Proceedings of the International Ergonomics Association 14th Triennial Congress and Human
Factors and Ergonomics Society 44th Annual Meeting in San Diego, California.
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Power difference and Empathy

Power Difference and Empathy

Cheon, B.K. et al (2011). Cultural influences on neural basis
of intergroup empathy. Neuroimage, 57, 642-650.

Cheon, B.K. et al (2011). Cultural influences on neural basis of intergroup empathy.
Neuroimage, 57, 642-650.
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China

Power Distance & Empathy
• High power distance greater response to ingroup
• High Power distance - more TPJ activity
– Emotions suppressed so …
– Need more theory of mind
• Low power distance can make greater use of social
cues; need less conscious theory of mind

High power distance teaching;
collectivism without creativity

Low power distance teaching &
promoting creativity through
collectivism

Cheon, B.K. et al (2011). Cultural influences on neural basis of
intergroup empathy. Neuroimage, 57, 642-650.
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-

Power Distance

Small Power Distance
Low Individualism
Costa Rica

+

The Bicultural Self

Guatamala
Pakistan Columbia
Large Power Distance
Singapore
Korea
Low Individualism

Chile

Hong Kong
Mexico
Greece
Turkey
Brazil

Individualism

-

+

Iran
Japan

• Cultural context dynamically influences how bicultural
individuals think of themselves and their relation to others

Malaysia
Philippines

India

Spain

Israel
Finland
Norway

Denmark
Canada
New Zealand
Small Power Distance
Britain
High Individualism
USA
Australia

South Africa
France
Belgium
Italy
Large Power Distance
High Individualism

Chiao, J.Y., et al (2009). Dynamic cultural influences on neural
representations of the self. Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 22, 1-11.

Hofstede, G. (1984). Culture’s consequences: International differences in
work-related values. Newbury Park, CA: Sage
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Picture of woman standing in front of a field with
a farmer plowing
Japanese
A student is in conflict about
being sent to college
because her mother is sick
and her father has had to
work very hard to support
the student. The father prays
for the student’s success

Language Used Influences
Content of Thought
English
Japanese

English
A sociology student observes
farmers at work and is struck
with the difficulties of farm life.

Ervin-Tripp, S.M. (1967). An Issei learns English. In J. Macnamara
(Ed.), Problems in bilingualism. Journal of Social Issues, 23(2), 78-90.
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• When my wishes conflict
with my family, it is a time
of great unhappiness.
• My greatest pleasure is to
graduate from graduate
school.

• When my wishes
conflict with my family, I
do what I want.
• My greatest pleasure is
to lie on the sand of the
beach out West.

Ervin-Tripp, S.M. (1967). An Issei learns English. In J. Macnamara (Ed.), Problems in bilingualism.
Journal of Social Issues, 23(2), 78-90.
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Cultural Priming
IND-PRIME
Sumerian Warrior Story:
Read an essay

Similarities and Differences
with Family and Friends:
Write an essay

fMRI Self-Judgment Task
COL-PRIME

Warrior is
chosen based
on his merit

Warrior is
chosen based on
his family
relations

What makes
you unique from
your friends and
family?

What do you
have in common
with your friends
and family?

General
In general
+
I am humble

Contextual
When talking
to my mother
+
I am modest

Font
Italics?
+
I am tackful

Chiao, J.Y., et al (2009). Dynamic cultural influences on neural
representations of the self. Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 22, 1-11.
Chiao, J.Y., et al (2009). Dynamic cultural influences on neural
representations of the self. Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 22, 1-11.
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Primed Biculturals

Culture-Gene Coevolutionary Theory

• Within medial prefrontal cortex and posterior cingulate
– Participants primed for individualism showed
greater activation for general self-descriptions
– Participants primed for collectivism showed
greater activation for contextual selfdescriptions

• Adaptive behavior is the product of two interacting and
complementary evolutionary processes
– Cultural selection
– Genetic selection
• Cultural traits are adaptive and emerge due to environmental
and ecological pressures that vary across geography under
which genetic selection occurs

Medial prefrontal
Posterior cingulate

Chiao, J.Y., et al (2009). Dynamic cultural influences on neural representations of the self.
Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 22, 1-11.

Chiao, J.Y., et al (2009). Dynamic cultural influences on neural
representations of the self. Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, 22, 1-11.
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Short-allele of SLC6A4
Polymorphic region: 5-HTTLPR

Serotonin Transporter Gene (SLC6A4)
• Short allele 5-HTTLPR results in higher concentrations of serotonin at
synaptic cleft relative to long allele
• Associated with
– Increased negative emotions
– Heightened anxiety
– Harm avoidance
– Fear conditioning
– Attentional bias to negative information
– Increased risk of depressions particularly in presence of
environmental risk factors

•
•
•
•

70-80% of East Asian sample S carriers compared to
40–45% of Europeans are S carriers of the 5-HTT genotype
Effects influenced by culture
In independent populations correlates with higher rates of negative
affect, anxiety, and depression
• In collective populations, persons with this gene less likely to be
depressed
Chiao, J.Y., & Blizinsky, K.D. (2010). Culture–gene coevolution of individualism–
collectivism and the serotonin transporter gene. Proc. R. Soc. B, 277, 529–537

Chiao, J.Y., Hechtman, L., & Pornpattananangkul, N. (2010). Cultural neuroscience
and the collective good. In D. Forsyth & C.L. Hoyt (Eds.). For the greater good of all.
(pp. 49-68). Palgrave Macmillan.
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Attention as Function of Culture and
5-HTR1A Serotonin Genotype

Nucleotides
A = adenine,
T = thymine,
G = guanine,
C = cytosine,
Serotonin transporter gene diversity and cultural traits of individualism–
collectivism across countries. (a) Color map of frequency distribution of IND-COL
from Hofstede (2001). (b) Color map of frequency distribution of S alleles of 5HTTLPR. (c) Color map of frequency of global prevalence of anxiety. (d) Color
map of frequency of global prevalence of mood disorders. Yellow to red color bar
indicates low to high prevalence.
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It’s important to pay attention to the whole context rather than the details.
Heejuing, S.K., et al (2012). Culture, serotonin receptor
polymorphism and locus of attention. SCAN, 5, 212-218.
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Oxytocin receptor polymorphism
Oxytocin Gene & Emotion Regulation

Nucleotides
A = adenine,
T = thymine,
G = guanine,
C = cytosine

Nucleotides
A = adenine,
T = thymine,
G = guanine,
C = cytosine

Culture-gene interaction in emotional support seeking and psychological distress
Kim, H.S. et al (2011).Gene-culture interaction: Oxytocin receptor polymorphism (OXTR)
and emotion regulation. Social Psychological and Personality Science, 2, 665-672..
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Kim, H.S.,et al (2010). Culture, distress and oxytocin receptor polymorphism (OCTR) and
emotional recognition. Proc. Nat. Academic of Science, 107, 15717-15721.
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Genotype-Environment Interaction

Genotypes Influence Response to Trauma

4 alleles

• Children with these genotypes who are reared in negative social
environments (abuse/neglect) more affected
– Short form of DRD4 (dopamine receptor gene): associated with
poorer regulation of emotions/complex behaviors
– Low-activity MAOA genotype (monoamine oxidase A—metabolizes
stress hormones): associated with greater aggression
– AA or AG allele of OXTR gene: associated with more sensitivity to
stress, fewer social skills

3 alleles
High

Aversive
Environment

Supportive
Environment

Pluess, M., Stevens, S.E., & Belsky, J. (2013). Differential Susceptibility: Developmental and
Evolutionary Mechanisms of Gene-Environment Interactions. In M. Legerstee, D. W. Haley, M.
H. Bornstein (Eds.), The Infant Mind: Origins of the Social Brain (pp.77-120). New York:
Guilford.
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But response to trauma is also influenced by:
• Caregiver-child attachment
– Children with secure attachments who have experienced
war trauma exhibit less/shorter PTSD and better mental
health than children with insecure attachments.

• Collective-individualistic cultural values

Punamäki, R., Qouta, S.R., & Peltonen, K. (2018). Family systems approach to attachment relations, war
trauma, and mental health among Palestinian children and parents. European Journal of
Psychotraumatology, 8, 1439649 https://doi.org/10.1080/20008198.2018.1439649
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1 allele

Low

Caspi, A., et al. (2002). Role of genotype in the cycle of violence in maltreated children. Science, 297, 851–854.
Rodrigues, S.M., et al (2009). Oxytocin genetic variation relates to empathy and stress reactivity in humans. PNAS, 106,
21437-21441.
Lackner, C., et al (2012). Dopamine receptor D4 gene variation predicts preschoolers’ developing theory of mind.
Developmental Science, 15, 272-280.
Gervai, J., Novak, A., Lakatos, K., et al (2007). Infant genotype may moderate sensitivity to maternal affective
communications: Attachment disorganization, quality of care, and the DRD4 polymorphism. Social Neuroscience, 2, 307319.
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2 alleles

Social Skills
& ToM
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Behavioral Characteristics
High Context
• Polychronic time
• Group Orientation
• Learn by observation

73

Low Context
• Monochronic time
• Individual orientation
• Learn by being taught
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Behavioral Characteristics: Time
High Context
Polychronic Time

Behavioral Characteristics

Low Context
Monochronic Time
9-9:30 math

High Context
Group Orientation

Low Context
Individual orientation

9:30-10 spelling

10-11 reading
Possible Exception:
Academics for Asian cultures
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Behavioral Characteristics:
Learning Style
High Context
Learn by Watching
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Communication Styles
High Context
Low Context

Low Context
Learn by being Taught
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Language Characteristics
Collectivistic/High Context

Language Characteristics: Function
High Context

Individualistic/Low Context

• Function:
• Function:
– Establishing and
– Conveying information
maintaining relationships
– Establishing one’s point of view
• Topic:
• Topic:
– Indirect
– Direct
– Meaning in context
– Meaning in text
• Structure:
• Structure:
– Simple syntax
– Complex syntax
– Nonspecific vocabulary
– Explicit vocabulary
– Frequently not linear
– Usually a linear organization

Open the
door.

social, need meeting

Hall, E.T. (1976). Beyond culture. New York: Anchor.
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Low Context
Let’s decide what we’ll
do on vacation.

reflecting, planning
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Language Characteristics:
Function

Language Function
Collectivism/High Context

Individualism/Low Context

High Context
Genuine questions

Low Context
Pseudoquestions
Who
discovered
America?

I lost my watch.
What time is it?
Jim, What time
is it?

•Establishing and maintaining
relationships

•Conveying information
•Establishing one’s point
of view
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Language Characteristics:
Function
High Context

Low Context

Symmetrical Communication

Asymmetrical Communication

Collectivism/High Context
Indirect

Individualism/Low Context
Direct

This food looks
sooo good

Language Topic
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Language Characteristics:
Topic
High Context
Topic-Associated
Wow, that
dinosaur is big

Did you see
that elephant at
the zoo?

Language Characteristics: Topic
Collectivistic/High Context

Individualistic/Low Context
All mammals are warmblooded. Tapirs are
mammals. Are tapirs warmblooded?

Low Context
Topic-Centered
Did you see the
elephant at the
zoo?

Boy, he’s
big.

Yeh, he
eats a
lot.

meaning in text

meaning in context
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Language Structure - Cohesion

Language characteristics: structure
Collectivistic/High Context
I want that thing
over there.

simple syntax,
nonspecific language

Individualistic/Low Context
Give me the big red marker
that’s on the table by the
door.

WOW! Look
at him FALL!

complex syntax,
explicit language
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Cohesion – Linguistic Markers

Cohesion - Intonation
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Why consider a cultural
neuroscience framework?

Nepantla – The Between Land
conocimiento
[knowing]

• Implications for how we develop services and provide interventions to
diverse populations
– Helps us understand how human brain is shaped by man-made
sociocultural contexts
– Helps us understand cultural differences in human behaviors
– May help to develop constructive ways to deal with
misunderstandings and conflicts between different cultural
groups

nepantler@

vs.

desconocimiento
[unknowing]
Persons from
nondominant
cultures

Han, S. et al (2013). A cultural neuroscience approach to the biosocial
nature of the human brain. Annual Review of Psychology, 64, 335-359.
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…because the man
slipped on a banana
peel, he hurt himself
badly.

nepantla

Dominant culture

Anzaldúa, G. (2007). Borderlands/la frontera: The new Mestiza. San Francisco: Aunt Lute Books.
Aguilar-Valdez, J.R., LópezLeiva, C.A., Roberts-Harris, D., Torres-Velásquez, D., Lobo, G., & Westby, C.
(2013). Ciencia en Nepantla: The journey of Nepantler@s in science learning and teaching. Cultural
Studies of Science Education, 8, 821-858.
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The beauty of the world lies in the
diversity of it people
91

